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Kids have big dreams. And when those dreams are on the line, how far are they willing to go to achieve
them? When Jayden and his teammates find out there’s not going to be a Hoop Group this year—and maybe
ever again—they have to learn to lean on each other if they want to save their basketball season, in
this inspiring new middle grade novel from NBA superstar LeBron James and acclaimed author Andrea
Williams. A New York Times bestseller! Jayden Carr has been training all summer to be ready for Hoop
Group—the free afterschool basketball program where his hero, NBA superstar Kendrick King, got his
start. But when his beloved coach tells him there’s not going to be a Hoop Group this year, Jayden is
heartbroken. And he’s not the only one. Coach Beck’s daughter, Tamika, was planning to be the first girl
ever to start for the squad. Chris King, Kendrick’s only nephew, spent the summer bragging that his
uncle was coming home just to watch him play. For Anthony Pierson, Hoop Group was supposed to be his way
out of trouble. And for Dexter Donyel, all 4’6” of him, Hoop Group was his chance to finally be part of
a team, instead of just watching from the stands. For each kid, Hoop Group was more than just a chance
to ball; it was an escape, a dream, a family. Now their prospects seem all but impossible—but then the
world hasn’t met Jayden, Tamika, Chris, Anthony, and Dex before. Determined to have their shot, the five
new friends scrap, hustle, fight, and play hard to save their season to prove that sometimes a chance is
all it takes. It’s an inspiring, original middle grade story from NBA superstar LeBron James and
acclaimed author Andrea Williams that channels the many relatable challenges so many young kids face.
The first step to winning is getting out on the court.
Matt Prior is losing his job, his wife, and his house, and he's about to lose his mind—until he
discovers a way that he might just possibly be able to save it all ... and have a pretty damn great time
doing it, in a comic and heartfelt novel from a National Book Award nominee. 40,000 first printing.
The PAW Patrol helps Mayor Goodway prepare for the Adventure Bay Easter Egg Hunt.
A real professor and her student forge a friendship through correspondence as they discuss love, art,
life, cancer, and death. In 2012, Sarah Ruhl was a distinguished author and playwright, twice a finalist
for the Pulitzer Prize. Max Ritvo, a student in her playwriting class at Yale University, was an
exuberant, opinionated, and highly gifted poet. He was also in remission from pediatric cancer. Over the
next four years—in which Ritvo’s illness returned and his health declined, even as his productivity
bloomed—the two exchanged letters that spark with urgency, humor, and the desire for connection.
Reincarnation, books, the afterlife as an Amtrak quiet car, good soup: in Ruhl and Ritvo’s exchanges,
all ideas are fair, nourishing game, shared and debated in a spirit of generosity and love. “We’ll
always know one another forever, however long ever is,” Ritvo writes. “And that’s all I want—is to know
you forever.” Studded with poems and songs, Letters from Max is a deeply moving portrait of a
friendship, and a shimmering exploration of love, art, mortality, and the afterlife. Praise for Letters
from Max “An unusual, beautiful book about nothing less than the necessity of art in our lives. Two bighearted, big-brained writers have allowed us to eavesdrop on their friendship: jokes and heartbreaks,
admiration, hard work, tender work.” —Elizabeth McCracken, author of Bowlaway “Immediate comparisons
will be made to Rainer Maria Rilke’s Letters to a Young Artist . . . this book is a nuanced look at the
evolution of an incredible talent facing mortality and the mentor, never condescending, who recognizes
his gift. Their infectious letters shine with a love of words and beauty.” —The Observer “Deeply moving,
often heartbreaking. . . . A captivating celebration of life and love.” —Kirkus Reviews “Moving and
erudite . . . devastating and lyrical . . . Ruhl draws a comparison between their correspondence and
that between poets Robert Lowell and Elizabeth Bishop, and indeed, with the depth and intelligence
displayed, one feels in the presence of literary titans.” —Publishers Weekly
Pop Star Goddesses
A Poet, a Teacher, a Friendship
The Key-lock Man
Twelve Years a Slave
Tame Me

Moving to California is the best decision I've ever made. I no longer work for my ex-fiancé's father. I'm hundreds of miles away
from my ex-fiancé. And I met a woman who completely intrigues me. Dawn. No last name.Yeah...moving to California was a great
idea.Only I can't seem to get Dawn out of my head. The way we met. The way she acts. The night we had together. Now she's just
gone.She bailed on me. But I don't give up so easily. I'll find her.I just wasn't expecting what I'd find...or who...**Finding Dawn is a
bit of a dark romance. Due to mature language, graphic adult content, drug abuse, mention of rape, dark characters, and strong
sexual content this book is intended for mature audiences only.**(Finding Dawn is Drew's story from Let The Waves Come In, but
is a stand-alone full length novel. It is not necessary to read Let The Waves Come In prior to reading Finding Dawn.)
Love or Death? A simple question really. The choice seems obvious. But. What if you never knew love, what if your life was spent
just trying to survive? What if you knew your fate before you were fully grown? And then you died. And you were given another
chance. A better chance. This new life depended upon one thing: your job. And so you agreed. You thought it would be simple.
You thought it would be cut and dry. It never is. And now you are left holding the fate of someone else in the palm of your hand
and you have to make the ultimate choice. Love or Death?
“With The Shape Shifter, Hillerman once again proves himself the master of Southwest mystery fiction, working in a Hemingwayesque tradition of pared-down writing to bring the rugged Southwest into focus.”—Santa Fe New Mexican Legendary Lieutenant
Joe Leaphorn is drawn back into the past to solve a cold case that has haunted him for nearly a decade in this atmospheric and
twisting mystery infused with the Native American culture and lore of the desert Southwest. Though he’s officially retired from the
Navajo Tribal Police, Joe Leaphorn occasionally helps his former colleagues Jim Chee and Bernie Manuelito crack particularly
puzzling crimes. But there is that rare unsolved investigation that haunts every lawman, including the legendary Leaphorn. Joe still
hasn’t let go of his “last case”—a mystery involving a priceless Navajo rug that was supposedly destroyed in a fire. Nine years
later, what looks like the same one-of-a-kind rug turns up in a magazine spread, and the man who showed Joe the photo has gone
missing. With Chee and Bernie on their honeymoon, Leaphorn plunges into the case solo, picking up the threads of this crime
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he’d long thought impossible to solve. Not only has the passage of time obscured the details, but a murderer long thought dead
continues to roam free—and is ready to strike again to keep the past buried.
This outstanding collection brings together the novelist and scholar Rex Warner’s knack for spellbinding storytelling with Edward
Gorey’s inimitable talent as an illustrator in a memorable modern recounting of the most beloved myths of ancient Greece. Writing
in a relaxed and winning colloquial style, Warner vividly recreates the classic stories of Jason and the Argonauts and Theseus and
the Minotaur, among many others, while Gorey’s quirky pen-and-ink sketches offer a visual interpretation of these great myths in
the understated but brilliantly suggestive style that has gained him admirers throughout the world. These tales cover the range of
Greek mythology, including the creation story of Deucalion and Pyrrha, the heroic adventures of Perseus, the fall of Icarus, Cupid
and Psyche’s tale of love, and the tragic history of Oedipus and Thebes. Men and Gods is an essential and delightful book with
which to discover some of the key stories of world literature.
King Thor
Marvel Weddings
My Notorious Life
The Demon's Claw
Letters from Max

I had everything going for me. I was in a great relationship. I thought things were almost perfect there. Key word. Almost.Then he
asked me to change things up a bit. Try something new. And I agreed. I never should've agreed.He promised things wouldn't change
between us. It would make us stronger. Bring us closer. But for the past sixty days, I've been living a lie. I've been pretending to be
someone I'm not. Pretending to be happy when I'm not. All for him.I can't do it anymore. I can't live like this. Sixty days is long
enough. I want my life back. I want myself back. And I'm willing to change who I am to be happy again.I don't have to be the same
old me anymore. I can become a different person. I can turn over a new leaf. I can try new things. I can even try someone new...(If
you read 30 Days Morgan Family Series: Book One) then you had the pleasure of meeting Blake Morgan. This is her story. It's a
standalone, full-length novel. This book contains mature language, adult content, and sexual situation. It's intended for mature
audiences only.)
I'm Aubrey Somers. I've landed my dream job. I have a great apartment and I still keep in touch with my best friend...even though he
lives hundreds of miles away. I've even started dating again. I have a lot going for me. It doesn't matter that I have to take an antidepressant everyday or see a therapist every other week. It doesn't matter that I refuse to drive anywhere. The wreck that ruined
everything I had is almost a distant memory. Almost.But now I have two men in my life. Two men who want to be with me. Two men I
never thought I'd have the chance to be with. And I feel like I'm drowning..."His hungry mouth consumes everything from me. All of
my emotions. When he pulls away, I don't know what to feel. What to want. Who to want." - Let The Waves Come In**This book
contains explicit language and sexual scenes. It is meant for adult readers only.**
Betrayal. When you're in a motorcycle club, you think this never happens. I'm a Ryker. We're supposed to be about family and
loyalty. I've learned that sometimes club family can betray you deeper than anyone. Now that I know the truth...who can I trust? The
woman who has saved my ass time and again or my own flesh and blood who wants me to help him bring down the very club I've
been calling my family? Can I betray the Rykers knowing they turned their backs on me once? I call myself loyal...but that's not
loyalty. I have a choice to make. Family or blood. "Savages. That's exactly what we are. It's what I am." *Lincoln's Choice is book
two in the Ravens MC series. It references characters and events from Raiden's Choice (A Ravens MC Novel: Book One) but can be
read as a standalone novel. It includes adult content, adult language, violence, and sexual situations. It is intended for mature
readers only.*
In the #1 New York Times bestseller, The World Needs Who You Were Made to Be, Joanna Gaines celebrates how creativity and
acceptance can come together to make for a bright and beautiful adventure. The book, illustrated by Julianna Swaney, follows a
group of children as they each build their very own hot-air balloons. As the kids work together, leaning into their own skills and
processes, we discover that the same is true for life—it's more beautiful and vibrant when our differences are celebrated. Together
with Joanna, you and your kids will take a journey of growth and imagination as you learn in full color to: Celebrate every child's
one-of-a-kind strengths and differences Embrace teamwork Share our talents and abilities to make everything more beautiful Lend a
helping hand and do our best to show kindness and take care of one another The World Needs Who You Were Made to Be is a
vibrant picture book perfect for: Ages 4-8 Grandparents, parents, teachers, and librarians Classroom story times and discussions
about diversity and being a good human being Households that enjoy watching Chip and Joanna on Magnolia Network and HGTV's
Fixer Upper With plenty of pink, a bounty of blue, orange and green and yellow too, this vibrant hot-air balloon adventure celebrates
every child and teaches kids that we are in this together. “You're one of a kind, and it's so clear to see: The world needs who you
were made to be.”
The Medieval Armenian Adaptation of the Georgian Chronicles : the Original Georgian Texts and the Armenian Adaptation
Annual Report to the President
Ogre Miniatures
The World Needs Who You Were Made to Be
We Are Family
Pet the fuzzy yellow chick and hunt for shiny Easter eggs as you join Biscuit in this Easter touch-and-feel adventure!
As the opening page of Madonna's latest book states, if you haven't heard of the English Roses by now, then you must
have been living on the moon! So, let me fill you in. The English Roses are five girls named Nicole, Amy, Charlotte, Grace
and Binah. They are best friends and do everything together - from dancing and homework, to skating, picnics and
sleepover parties. That is, they were best friends until handsome, charming Dominic arrived in class. Now friendship
counts for nothing as the girls desperately fight for his attention. Luckily, a quirky teacher, Miss Fluffernutter, and a
pumpernickel-loving Fairy Godmother step in to save the day and the English Roses' friendship.
Secret Cold War Nuclear Bunkers tells the previously undisclosed story of the secret defense structures built by the West
during the Cold War years. The book describes in fascinating detail a vast umbrella of radar stations that spanned the
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North American continent and the North Atlantic from the Aleutian Islands through Canada to the North Yorkshire Moors,
all centered upon an enormous secret control centre buried hundreds of feet below Cheyenne Mountain in Colorado. This
is complemented in the United Kingdom with a chain of secret radars codenamed 'Rotor' built in the early 1950's, and
eight huge, inland sector control centers, built over 100' underground at enormous cost. The book reveals the various
bunkers built for the U.S Administration, including the Raven Rock alternate war headquarters (the Pentagon's wartime
hideout), the Greenbrier bunker for the Senate and House of Representatives, and the Mount Weather central government
headquarters amongst others. Developments in Canada, including the Ottawa 'Diefenbunker' and the regional government
bunkers are also studied. In the UK there were the London bunkers and the Regional War rooms built in the 1950's to
protect against the Soviet threat, and their replacement in 1958 by much more hardened, underground Regional Seats of
Government in the provinces, and the unique Central Government War Headquarters at Corsham. Finally the book
examines the provision, (or more accurately, lack of provision), of shelter space for the general population, comparing the
situation in the USA and the UK with some other European countries and with the Soviet Union.
Wren Davis has always been the responsible one. The caretaker. She's always put her life on hold for others. When she
takes a job as Stellan Zane's housekeeper, she does it to take care of her sister. Her own life can wait. Only she wasn't
expecting to find him so irresistible...Stellan Zane is used to getting what he wants, when he wants. No woman gets to
him. No woman really knows about him or his past. When he lets his little sister hire him a housekeeper, Wren Davis is not
what he was expecting. And she's his employee. Yet, she's what he wants...Unable to fight their attraction, the two embark
on a relationship that's supposed to be uncomplicated. Allowing Wren to have the carefree life she's never had and Stellan
to enjoy the type of relationship he always gets. But when exes interfere, the unexpected happens and things become
complicated, can Wren tame Stellan...and will he allow her to? **All books in this series are stand-alone novels and can be
read without reading the remaining books in the series. No cliffhangers!!****Due to mature content, language, talk of
child abuse, violence, and explicit sexual scenes, this book is intended for mature readers only.**
Never Touch a Dinosaur!
You're My Little Honey Bunny
Count on the Easter Pups!
Rewriting Caucasian History
Raiden's Choice

This book presents the two texts, Georgian and Armenian, in English translation for the first time. The
Introduction and Commentary draw attention to the ways in which the unknown Armenian translator
changed his original material in a pro-Armenian fashion. His rendering became the standard source for
early Georgian history used by later Armenian historians.
"Contains material originally published in magazine form as Fantastic four #150 and annual Incredible
Haulk Ŀ Avengers #59-60 and Amazing Spider-man annual #21 and X-men #30"--P. 2 of cover.
I thought I had it all. I lived in the perfect small town in Alabama. I married my high school sweetheart.
We were expecting our first child together. Everything was falling into place. Until it wasn't.Life gets
complicated sometimes. You can be happily married one minute and divorced the next. You can become a
single father to a newborn baby when that was never in your plans. You can fall for your ex-wife's best
friend. Yes, life gets complicated. Sometimes it takes something complicated to make everything else fall
into place again. **Something Complicated is book one in the Dirty Southern Secrets series. It is a
standalone, full-length novel. It contains adult content, adult language, and sexual situations. It is
intended for mature readers only.**
A compendium of thirty-five incredible female pop stars whose energies, virtues, and vices make them the
ideal role models for our age—powerful women who can teach us all how to discover our own inner
goddess. We are living in the age of the music goddess: Beyoncé. Lady Gaga. Taylor Swift. Katy Perry.
Britney. Nicki Minaj. Cardi B. Pink. Madonna. Rihanna. Gwen Stefani. Alicia Keys. Kelly Clarkson. Never
before have so many women dominated their industry and pop culture itself with such creativity, passion,
and force. Visionary and ferociously talented, these women are reshaping our society and our lives. In
this stunningly designed compendium, Jennifer Armstrong offers an intimate, up-close look at thirty-five
of pop music’s most revered goddesses, analyzing their performances, songs, videos, interviews, social
media, activism, and personal lives to illuminate their significance for both critics and fans. These divas
post astounding album sales, enjoy millions of radio plays, YouTube views, and social media followings,
and sell out stadiums. While we are awed and inspired by their success, we worship them for so much
more. Beyoncé’s work ethic. Nicki Minaj’s no-bullshit attitude. Taylor Swift’s relatability. Pink’s sense of
social justice. Jennifer Lopez’s transformation from “Jenny from the block” to fashion icon. Each of these
goddesses speaks to us in her own unique way. Beyoncé is our superhuman alter ego; Britney is our
survival instinct. Armstrong pairs each pop star goddess with a corresponding goddess from ancient
cultures, and offers advice on how to invoke the pop star goddess’s energy in your own life, providing
journal prompts and a Power Song List that allows you harness the power of a particular pop goddess’s
energy when you need it. Filled with information, advice, insights, playlists, and forty gorgeous color
illustrations, Pop Star Goddess will help you tune in and turn on your own divine energy. The Pop Star
Goddesses are: Beyoncé, Britney Spears, Kelly Clarkson, Taylor Swift, M.I.A., Nicki Minaj, Cardi B, Lady
Gaga, Carla Bruni, Pink, JLo, Kesha, Rihanna, Janelle Monae, Gwen Stephani, Alicia Keys, Katy Perry,
Demi Lovato, Jennifer Hudson, Mariah Carey, Adele, Missy Elliott, Shakira, Solange, Miranda Lambert,
Celine Dion, Sia, Queen Latifah, SZA, Kacey Musgraves, Mary J. Blige, Christina Aguilera, Laura Jane
Grace, Ariana Grande, Carly Rae Jepsen.
The Sinner Within
Finding Dawn
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60 Days
Let the Waves Come In
The English Roses
The darkest hour approaches... To recover the final fragment of the Sword of Life, you are forced to make an uneasy alliance with the exiled prince who seeks its
twin, the Sword of Death. The next phase of your quest takes you through the alleyways of the city of Crescentium, where assassins lurk in the shadows and fanatic
crusaders are vigilant to mete out punishment to any who break their harsh laws. But mortal foes are not your greatest threat. You must embark on a ship that
voyages between worlds, face jinn and fire wizards, and contend against the still-powerful remnants of forgotten gods. In this land of sorcery, you will encounter
terrors and wonders more fabulous than you have ever imagined - until your ultimate destination, the very shores of Life and Death, where you come face to face
with your greatest foe. Blood Sword can be played either solo or in a team of up to four people, providing the most exciting challenge yet in fantasy adventures,
combining the best of role-playing, novels and tabletop games. What reviewers say: ""A lush and gorgeous campaign, one of the best I've played..."" ""Without
exaggeration, the finest entry in the best 'ongoing story' gamebook series ever crafted..."" ""A grand adventure. Ends on an absolutely awesome cliffhanger that
leaves you just gasping to read the fourth book in the series...""
They call me a demon. The revenant. I was thought to be dead for over three years so the names are fitting. I lost everything important to me. My club. My old
lady. I resurfaced to find the things I cherished the most had been taken from me. The man I called a brother had stolen it all. He stole my chance at happiness.
Freedom. He set me up.But I'm back. I've been given a second chance. An opportunity to make amends. To right the wrongs I have been accused of. I reclaimed
my club. I've set out to clear my name. There's only one thing standing in my way. One person. Me. *The Sinner Within is a spin-off series from the Ravens MC
Series. It is a stand-alone series and it is not necessary to read the Ravens MC Series. This book contains adult language, violence, sexual content, and is intended
for mature readers only.*
For parents, the arrival of a newborn child is an event that offers the promise of never-ending love. Filled with lively illustrations and heartfelt rhyming text,
Welcome Little One allows parents and children to celebrate and cherish their bond.
“Exquisitely written and richly detailed, My Notorious Life is a marvel. Kate Manning’s rags-to-riches Dickensian saga brings to vivid life the world of
nineteenth-century New York City, in all its pitiful squalor and glittering opulence. I loved this novel.” —Christina Baker Kline, New York Times bestselling
author of Orphan Train A brilliant rendering of a scandalous historical figure, Kate Manning’s My Notorious Life is an ambitious, thrilling novel introducing
Axie Muldoon, a fiery heroine for the ages. Axie’s story begins on the streets of 1860s New York. The impoverished child of Irish immigrants, she grows up to
become one of the wealthiest and most controversial women of her day. In vivid prose, Axie recounts how she is forcibly separated from her mother and siblings,
apprenticed to a doctor, and how she and her husband parlay the sale of a few bottles of “Lunar Tablets for Female Complaint” into a thriving midwifery
business. Flouting convention and defying the law in the name of women’s reproductive rights, Axie rises from grim tenement rooms to the splendor of a
mansion on Fifth Avenue, amassing wealth while learning over and over never to trust a man who says “trust me.” When her services attract outraged headlines,
Axie finds herself on a collision course with a crusading official—Anthony Comstock, founder of the Society for the Suppression of Vice. It will take all of Axie’s
cunning and power to outwit him in the fight to preserve her freedom and everything she holds dear. Inspired by the true history of an infamous female physician
who was once called “the Wickedest Woman in New York,” My Notorious Life is a mystery, a family saga, a love story, and an exquisitely detailed portrait of
nineteenth-century America. Axie Muldoon’s inimitable voice brings the past alive, and her story haunts and enlightens the present.
90 Days
Lincoln's Choice
Harry Potter: Hidden Dark Arts: Scratch Magic
The Passive Defence of the Western World During the Cold War
Cold War Secret Nuclear Bunkers

This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy
and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of
the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience,
this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original
graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your support of the
preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive
and relevant.
A tactile touch-and-feel book all about dinosaurs.
I left home seven years ago, trying to pursue my dream. California was going to give me
everything. Life. A career. Money. I had no idea how quickly a dream could turn into a
nightmare.A motorcycle club is about family, trust and loyalty. Break that and you will have an
enemy on your hands that you can't defeat. Run from it and you will be looking over your
shoulder for the rest of your life.I broke it and I ran.I'm trying to start over. Trying to
figure out who I am outside of that lifestyle, but does Katy McGuire even exist anymore? I can
choose to get entangled in the motorcycle club my sister is in, be drawn back into the life I
ran screaming from,or I can choose to forget that part of me ever existed. That part of me that
feels comfortable in the nightmare."I had a choice to make and I chose my heart."*Katy's Choice
is book three in the Ravens MC Series, but can be read as a standalone novel. It has references
to characters and events from Raiden's Choice (A Ravens MC Novel: Book One) and Lincoln's
Choice (A Ravens MC Novel: Book Two). It contains adult content, adult language, violence, and
sexual situations. It is intended for mature readers only.*
I was raised in a motorcycle club. I saw things no little girl should ever see. Did things no
little girl should ever do. That was my life and I loved it. The Ravens taught me about family.
Loyalty. Even loss. Now I live a different life. I'm no longer part of that family. I'm no
longer part of the club. I live a life where I pretend to be the person I am. I put on a show
for the world and I'm good at it. I've perfected it. At least I thought I had. It didn't take
him long to see right through me. I have a choice to make. Keep playing pretend or finally be
who I have always wanted to be. "When you're ready to stop hiding who you really are, come find
me." **Raiden's Choice is the first book in the Ravens MC series. It is a standalone, fulllength novel and is suitable only for mature readers. It includes adult content, adult
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language, sexual situations, drug abuse, violence, and talk of rape.**
West Caroline Islands
Recalled
Welcome Little One
Are You My Mother [electronic Resource]
Last Stand of Dead Men (Skulduggery Pleasant, Book 8)

I left home seven years ago, trying to pursue my dream. California was going to give me
everything. Life. A career. Money. I had no idea how quickly a dream could turn into a
nightmare. A motorcycle club is about family, trust and loyalty. Break that and you will
have an enemy on your hands that you can't defeat. Run from it and you will be looking
over your shoulder for the rest of your life. I broke it and I ran. I'm trying to start
over. Trying to figure out who I am outside of that lifestyle, but does Katy McGuire even
exist anymore? I can choose to get entangled in the motorcycle club my sister is in, be
drawn back into the life I ran screaming from, or I can choose to forget that part of me
ever existed. That part of me that feels comfortable in the nightmare. "I had a choice to
make and I chose my heart." *Katy's Choice is book three in the Ravens MC Series, but can
be read as a standalone novel. It has references to characters and events from Raiden's
Choice (A Ravens MC Novel: Book One) and Lincoln's Choice (A Ravens MC Novel: Book Two).
It contains adult content, adult language, violence, and sexual situations. It is
intended for mature readers only.*
I had a plan when I was nineteen. I would strip only until the bills were paid and I knew
my sister and I wouldn't be thrown out on the street. We would be financially stable.
That was my plan. That was also three years ago. I'm still stripping. I keep telling
myself my life will change. I won't do this much longer. I won't need to. I don't even
believe that anymore. I still have bills. I still have a deadbeat mom. No idea where my
father is. Or who he is. Now my sister tells me she screwed up. Her future is at stake.
One we've both worked hard for. There's an offer for me. One I've refused twice now, but
my resolve is slowly slipping. It's just a job. He just wants to buy me for a little
while. He can buy me. But he'll never own me.**Due to mature language, adult content, and
strong sexual situations, this book is intended for mature readers only.*
"Having been born a freeman, and for more than thirty years enjoyed the blessings of
liberty in a free State—and having at the end of that time been kidnapped and sold into
Slavery, where I remained, until happily rescued in the month of January, 1853, after a
bondage of twelve years—it has been suggested that an account of my life and fortunes
would not be uninteresting to the public." -an excerpt
Use the wooden stylus to reveal hidden scenes in this third Harry Potter Scratch Magic
book! Scenes are all about fighting Dark forces in Harry's world (such as Dementors,
Severus Snape, and even You-Know-Who himself!). Fight Dark forces with Harry, Ron, and
Hermione in this interactive scratch art book. By using a wooden stylus, scratch the
pages to draw your Patronus, learn how to defeat Boggarts, and discover how Lord
Voldemort's Horcruxes were destroyed. This fun and interactive Scratch Magic book comes
with a wooden stylus. Includes tons of fun activities and drawing prompts, film-inspired
Harry Potter art, and 20 bonus notebook pages at the end. This book provides hours of fun
and is the perfect gift for any Harry Potter fan.
Something Complicated
MYTHS AND LEGENDS OF THE ANCIENT GREEKS
And How to Tap Into Their Energies to Invoke Your Best Self
The Financial Lives of the Poets
Katy's Choice
I have a habit. Big deal. I manage it and I live my life. I have my friends. I have women. To them, I'm the life of the party. Until her. I can see you,
Rhys Morgan.Why'd she have to say that to me? Why'd she have to make me believe I could deserve happiness? The majority of the time we're
around each other we don't even like each other. We only get along when we're doing one thing and that's taking each other's clothes off. But now
she's getting in my head. She's making me question why I do the things I do. Making me want more than I should. Making me believe I can actually
have it.Can I'...If you've read 30 Days or 60 Days then you've met Rhys Morgan and Anniston Stone. This is their story. 90 Days (Morgan Family
Series: Book Three) is a stand-alone, full length novel. It can be read without reading the other books in the series. **This book contains graphic
adult content, mature language, sexual scenes, drug abuse, and talk of rape. It is suggested for mature readers only.**
Collects King Thor (2019) #1-4. One last ride with the almighty lord of Asgard! Jason Aaron reunites with Esad Ribi? to conclude the epic saga they
began in THOR: GOD OF THUNDER! Seven years ago, Aaron and Ribi? introduced the Thor of the far future — All-Father of a broken realm
and a dying universe — as he stood in battle against Gorr, the Butcher of Gods, wielder of All-Black the Necrosword. But now that nefarious blade
has returned, in the hands of Thor’s all-time-greatest enemy: his adopted brother, Loki! It’s time for one final, cataclysmic showdown — but even
worse is still to come as the ultimate end of all things grows near! A who’s who of Aaron’s past THOR collaborators, along with a few surprise
guests, stop by to bring down the curtain on a glorious era in thunderous style!
The eighth instalment in the biggest, funniest, most thrilling comedy-horror-adventure series in the universe - and the follow-up to 2012’s number-one
bestseller, Kingdom of the Wicked...
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Too Good to Be True
The Shape Shifter
A Novel
Biscuit's Pet & Play Easter
Men and Gods
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